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Abstract

Originally, the Internet delivered best-e ort service quality with respect to end-to-end delay. Recently, extensions
such as RSVP have been proposed to provide guaranteed
real-time services as well. Unfortunately, network resources,
such as routers, do not yet fully support RSVP reservation
protocols so that guarantees cannot truly be given. In this paper, we suggest to follow the paradigm of open programmable
networks for a more complete QoS provisioning. Reservation gaps or tunnels are dynamically closed by means of a
software-agent approach that is exibly deployed for an application oriented QoS support. Agents are dynamically located to such tunnels in order to monitor the tunnels, to
provide feed-back information in case of QoS violations, and
to decide on possible compensating measures to be taken.
Keywords: QoS management, RSVP, Internet, intelligent and mobile agents, open programmable networks.

1 Introduction

Quality of service is an increasingly important issue for
distributed multimedia systems. Generally, multimedia applications are very resource demanding so that ecient usage of resource is mandatory, often resulting in extensive
resource sharing. To the contrary, hard or soft quality-ofservice guarantees, like timely delivery of data, have to be
given. Guarantees are usually implemented by some sort
of resource reservation schemes, both in time and space.
While eciency and guarantee are equally important properties, they are driven by contradicting forces so that for a
real system choices have to be made to what extend one or
the other characteristic should be supported. Constraints
are implied by the available resources and the need to customize services according to the requirements imposed by
speci c applications and users' preferences.
Assuming some fault model, the Internet was originally
designed to provide a guaranteed reliable communication
service. Routing algorithms are applied that are adaptive
to node failures and a transport protocol is used that handles occasional losses and corruptions of data packets. Other
qualities and guarantees were considered to be of less or of
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negligible importance. Time, in particular, was assumed to
be abundantly available so that a best-e ort service quality
resulted with respect to end-to-end delay. Recently, extensions to the Internet such as the resource reservation protocol (RSVP) [11] have been proposed to provide guaranteed
real-time services as well while simultaneously relaxing the
requirements with respect to reliable communication. Unfortunately, network resources, such as routers, do not yet
fully support RSVP reservation protocols so that guarantees cannot truly be given. RSVP is based on the concept
of a software layer running on the top of IP, thereby using
underlying routing protocols and providing admission and
policing mechanisms on a per application basis. However, it
is unlikely that RSVP will be supported by all routers in the
near future [1]. Therefore, RSVP is designed to operate inside non-fully RSVP-based networks. If non-RSVP-capable
nodes belong to the path of an established session for which
the user wants a certain QoS, RSVP tries to reserve adequate resource on the nodes where this is possible and relies
on a best-e ort strategy in the remaining cases. Of course,
in such cases no global guarantees can be given.
In this paper, we propose an approach how to deal with
tunnels leading through a so-called cloud of non-RSVPcapable network entities and how to manage them with respect to application speci c QoS requirements. Note that
in our terminology a tunnel refers to those routers which
are assigned to an application speci c path through a cloud.
The goal is to provide further enhanced QoS than currently
possible with present Internet technology including reservation mechanisms [11]. We suggest to follow the paradigm
of open programmable networks for a more complete QoS
provisioning [5]. Such mechanisms can be implemented in
a completely distributed fashion and are very well suited to
the use of agent technology. The concept of agent (mobile,
autonomous or intelligent) has recently gained much attention in several research areas, from arti cial intelligence to
distributed systems, from computer networks to software engineering [2, 3]. Software agents are already arranged for operating in a distributed manner and they permit very exible
communication and co-operation schemes, suggesting themselves as an attractive foundation for open programmable
networks.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the technical prerequisites and introduces

the tunnel problem in more detail. Section 3 shortly reviews our agent-based QoS reference architecture. Details
on our solution approach based on tunnel agents are given
in section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 RSVP

Heterogeneous networking will be a reality throughout
the next years. Even though new technologies like ATM
inherently provide some means of guaranteed QoS provisioning, protocols from the TCP/IP world will continue to
be used. This means that QoS provisioning has also to be
performed in the Internet world. A very promising approach
is based on RSVP [1, 11].
RSVP is a framework for resource reservation and QoS
provisioning mechanisms based on an extension of functionality of classical IP routers, including the processing
of RSVP messages as well as a more controlled operation
of packet forwarding. While the RSVP protocol merely
de nes the exchange of control messages to build up and
maintain a shared knowledge of reservation state, several
QoS supporting integrated services are de ned within that
framework that complement the protocol with detailed de nitions of router behaviour. Two such services have been dened: controlled-load service [10] and guaranteed service [8].
While the rst form of QoS provision may be sucient
for self-adapting applications, more advanced reservations
schemes are necessary if QoS guarantees are actually to be
given. We apply our agent-based approach to solve a speci c
problem in the deployment of guaranteed service within the
framework of RSVP.

2.1 The tunnel problem

Since the introduction of RSVP requires major changes
to the operation of IP routers, not all routers within the
internet will be capable of RSVP support in the near or
mid future. In fact, the authors of [1] admit that RSVP
support may never be ubiquitous, i.e., non-RSVP-capable
routers will remain to be a reality. For the sake of brevity, we
will refer to RSVP-capable routers and non-RSVP-capable
routers as RSVP routers and non-RSVP routers, respectively, in the sequel. The RSVP protocol that handles
the exchange of control messages simply ignores non-RSVP
routers. RSVP messages are forwarded through a cloud of
non-RSVP routers and reservation is merely performed outside the cloud. However, since non-RSVP routers may degrade the perceived QoS in an uncontrolled way, no end-toend guarantee can be given. It is still believed that the application of RSVP on the remaining part of the path is bene cial, because the performance of the non-RSVP routers may
be sucient to ful l the demanded level of QoS. Besides the
ability to communicate control messages of the RSVP protocol through such a cloud of non-RSVP routers, no further
action is taken within the RSVP framework to handle such
a situation. Instead, the behaviour of the routers within
the tunnel is simply ignored and the application is given
an indication that the QoS values are to be understood as
approximate.
For the sake of a clear terminology, we de ne the set of
routers that comprise the sub-path within a cloud of nonRSVP routers to be a tunnel; a single router in the tunnel

is referred to as a tunnel router. It is our goal to improve
the end-to-end quality by monitoring the tunnel and providing feed-back for an enhancement of the reservation scheme.
The overall procedure we discuss in the paper is based on
the existence of distributed mechanisms that are able to implement cooperative monitoring techniques in order:
 to monitor the behavior of the system in terms of the
performance level it provides;
 to use information on the status of the system for establishing a QoS negotiation phase and for proper distribution of application requirements on system resources;
 to interact with the reservation entities within the
RSVP routers.
The basic idea of the approach consists in exploiting the
interaction among properly de ned software entities continuously running inside the system in order to implement QoS
monitoring, reservation and adaptation functionalities.

3 Reference Architecture

The use of an agent-based infrastructure for the management of QoS is a good choice for implementing several
adaptation strategies by which available resources need to be
re-arranged in such a way that the user is still satis ed. Particularly interesting for the implementation of adaptation
strategies is the exploitation of agents' cooperation abilities
for optimization purposes. Although reasoning and decision
are locally performed by each agent, the agents are coordinated by communicating certain events and internal status
information to each other. As a result, each agent is in uenced by and can in uence the behavior of other agents.
According to the speci c problem, the basic functionalities that a software agent may require can be summarized
as follows:
 to monitor system status by combining and ltering
of data to reduce message overhead between managed
components and management applications;
 to cooperate with other agents by exchanging data and
synchronization messages;
 to migrate from one node to another and execute remotely with a transparent use of the available hw/sw
resources.
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Figure 1: Reference Architecture

To implement agent retrievability and mobility, a computing platform has been developed [7] which, in order to
provide a sort of homogeneity among di erent hardware and
software platforms, adopts Java [4] as its underlying framework. A specialized version of such platform has been developed for the purpose of QoS management [6], which comprises speci c nodes to collect QoS applications. We identify
such nodes as Servers of Applications and assume that they
store QoS applications to be eventually downloaded and remotely executed on demand.
The reference architecture we refer to is depicted in
Fig. 1. Software agents are classi ed in the architecture
according to the speci c functionalities they carry out. A
user on the client system interacts with the QoS management component by means of an appropriate User Agent.
This agent is speci c for each service required by the user,
and enables him to specify and negotiate the desired QoS
parameters. The System Agent provides all the information
about the client's system state; relying on the services provided by the operating system of the host machine, it has
the mechanisms to control the QoS on the client. On each
server node a Service Agent is present which has to monitor whether the QoS parameters (for each service required
by the clients) are respected. It keeps track of the users
logged in and their occupied resources, in order to optimize
the use of available resources. This agent also maintains the
knowledge of the server's capabilities.
Control functionalities are implemented by Network
Agents. Network agents have the following responsibilities:
a) reservation of suitable network resources; b) monitoring
of system parameters; c) initiation of corrective QoS adaptation activities if QoS violations are detected; d) interaction
with the network management system in order to obtain
additional resources and/or to optimize their use.
In the next section the reference architecture is speci cally applied to the solution of the tunnel problem.

4 Tunnel Agents

In this Section we focus our attention on the behavior
of tunnel agents. Their primary goal is the monitoring of
tunnel properties in order to interact with the RSVP routers
for assuring the end-to-end QoS to the user.

4.1 Tunnel setup

When an application on a receiving node makes a request
for a reservation, RSVP carries the request through the network by visiting each node that belongs to the routing path
between the receiving machine and the sender. On each intermediate node RSVP tries to reserve adequate resources
to guarantee the desired QoS speci ed by the user. If there
are enough resources on each router and if the admission
test succeeds, the data stream starts owing on the preestablished path with the negotiated QoS. However, some
non-RSVP nodes, referred to as a tunnel, may be located
along the route (Fig. 2).
In order to monitor the tunnel behavior and obtain useful
performance indices for characterization of the delay experienced in crossing the tunnel, we adopt the agent approach
described in the previous section. Two particular network
agents, in the following referred to as the tunnel agents, are
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Figure 2: Tunnels
associated to each tunnel. More speci cally, tunnel agents
are located on the RSVP nodes at the edges of each tunnel,
as shown in Fig.3. The RSVP nodes at the edges of a tunnel will be referred to as edge routers in the sequel. Note,
that an RSVP router may be an edge router for two adjacent tunnels if it is surrounded by non-RSVP routers. In
this case two instances of a tunnel agent are located on that
router. We assume that each RSVP node is able to execute
our agents. Furthermore, all nodes, including non-RSVP
nodes, are assumed to support standard management protocols like SNMP [9] to provide some means for monitoring.
In an extreme scenario, none of the routers supports RSVP
and thus the tunnel spans over the entire path. In this case,
the tunnel agents are located on the application hosts and
provide the application with useful performance monitoring
data to allow for adaptation of trac volume and encoding.
The code of the agents is maintained in a generic node
which plays the role of a Server of QoS applications. Once a
tunnel is identi ed, the user agent located on the receiving
application node sends a request to the nearest QoS application server to upload the tunnel agent code, which is then dynamically executed (for further details on these mechanisms
see [7]). The main advantage of such approach consists in
avoiding to install the code on each node: the location of
a tunnel depends on dynamic factors like the existence and
location of the session path as well as more static properties
like the RSVP capability of the nodes. It may even happen
that a node will never be at the edge of a tunnel. A tunnel agent installed on such a node would not be useful and
would only consume node resources. The existence of simple mechanisms for code retrieval and downloading is thus
a useful feature for our speci c problem. Operations performed by tunnel agents will be described in the next two
sections.
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Figure 3: Tunnel Agents
The set-up procedure evolves according to the following

steps:
1. The receiving application becomes aware of the existence of non-RSVP routers along the path. This is part
of the standard RSVP functionality. Subsequently, the
application triggers its user agent to initiate the tunnel
setup procedure.
2. As a second step, the exact location of the tunnel or
tunnels must be detected. There are at least three different ways to achieve this goal.
(a) By using SNMP, the user agent queries the RSVP
routers for their respective RSVP neighbours and
their direct IP connectivity. If an RSVP router
has no direct IP connectivity to one of its RSVP
neighbours, it must be an edge router. Following the chain of RSVP neighbours, the user
agent eventually learns about the complete sets
of RSVP routers and edge routers along the path.
Since an SNMP request/reply involves only two
UDP packets, it will be the best solution for small
networks. However, this method has the disadvantage that it scales quite badly, so it may only
be appropriate for short end-to-end paths.
(b) A discovery agent is sent out from the host of the
receiving application. This agent migrates from
RSVP router to RSVP router and issues local
SNMP requests to learn about the RSVP neighbourhood relation and the directly connected
routers. Finally the agent returns the collected
information back to the application host.
This solution needs only linear time and is therefore more suitable for longer end-to-end paths.
(c) A third possible implementation of the tunnel detection step could be an extension of the RSVP
code that is installed on the RSVP routers. Since
each RSVP router is aware of being an edge router
or not, each edge router could send a special message to the application host. However this requires the extension of the functionality provided
by the RSVP module on each router, which may
not be easily achievable.
A selection of a tunnel discovery method between the
rst and the second method can easily be done adaptively based on the number of RSVP hops.
3. An instance of a tunnel agent is uploaded to each edge
router.
4. Each tunnel agent that is located on an upstream edge
router starts a traceroute procedure to learn about the
non-RSVP routers constituting its tunnel. This information is communicated to the corresponding downstream tunnel agents1 .
5. All tunnel agents monitor the tunnel behaviour and
eventually interact with the RSVP protocol, as described in the following sections.
A multicast tunnel may have more than one downstream
edge.
1

4.2 Interaction with tunnels

An essential task of tunnel agents is to make decisions
how network adaptation can be achieved. These decisions
can only be made based on information concerning the structure and state of the tunnel. The topological structure of the
tunnel, i.e., the set and connectivity of non-RSVP routers,
is determined using a traceroute procedure and SNMP, as
described in the last section. SNMP is also used to monitor
basic performance measures of the tunnel routers like interface utilization, discard rates, or queue lengths by polling
the respective MIB entries.
Additionally, the trac that goes through the tunnel and
the QoS it receives is constantly monitored by the set of
agents at the edges of the tunnel using cooperative monitoring techniques. As an example, a pair of tunnel agents is able
to measure tunnel-end-to-tunnel-end delay by sending timestamped probe messages. Note that messages, which are
time-stamped at the sender side of the entire path, cannot
be used to measure tunnel-end-to-tunnel-end delay without
additional message exchange between the tunnel agents.

4.3 Interaction with RSVP

The total end-to-end delay is the sum of all delays encountered along the transmission path. Therefore, a bound
on end-to-end delays required by an application is considered as a QoS budget that can be arbitrarily spent by the
involved intermediate nodes.
Since the RSVP guaranteed service is based on a uid
ow and leaky-bucket approach, the delay budget is distributed using a reservation of a minimum service rate R.
Each RSVP router reserves resources sucient to support
rate R. By this, each local queueing delay is bounded in a
way that the sum of all local queueing delays is bounded to
a given value. For a detailed discussion see [8]. The rate
R is calculated by the receiver in a way that the resulting
end-to-end delay meets the QoS demands. However, without agent support this calculation would be done based on
the assumption that all routers along the path were RSVPcapable even if the presence of non-RSVP routers was signaled. To the contrary, in our agent-based approach a higher
rate R = R +  is used to set aside some additional delay budget that will not be distributed among the RSVP
routers. The calculation of R is done by the user agent in
cooperation with the application and the state information
provided by the tunnel agents. The additional delay budget
which is characterized by the di erence between the original rate R and the announced rate R is subsequently also
communicated to the tunnel agents. If more than one tunnel is present along the path between sender and receiver all
tunnel agents agree on a distribution of the additional delay budget using a distributed inter-agent negotiation procedure. By monitoring the tunnel behaviour, the agents
verify if the QoS budgets currently consumed by the tunnel matches the value that was assigned to that tunnel. In
case of a mismatch, the tunnel agent initiates horizontal renegotiation. First, the tunnel agent re-negotiates the partitioning of the set-aside delay budget by re-iteration of the
inter-agent negotiation procedure. If there is only one tunnel or the inter-agent re-negotiation was not successful, the
QoS parameters in the RSVP routers along the path are re0

0

0

negotiated. This is done by communicating the additional
need of delay budget to the user agent that re-calculates R
and informs the application to change its RSVP reservation
messages accordingly. By re-assignment of budgets it is tried
to compensate for the adverse e ect of the tunnel routers.
Of course, the opposite is also true: if the performance of
the tunnel enhances as a result of trac uctuation, the
horizontal re-negotiation is initiated to relax unnecessary
stringent requirements on the RSVP routers. The phase
of re-negotiation may fail due to lack of resources. In this
case, an indication is sent to the application by the standard
RSVP protocol mechanisms. In turn, the application may
adapt to the lower level of QoS or may simply terminate.
0

4.4 Tunnel agent migration
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Figure 4: Agent migration after route change
Routing in the Internet is a dynmic process and a route
may change during connection time. In this situation the
ability of agents to migrate between routers can be exploited.
Consider a situation as depicted in Fig.4. A stream of data
ows from router A through B, C, D, E to F. When the
connection between C and D breaks down, the usual routing algorithms of IP-based networks will nd an alternative
route, say via G, H and I. Also the mechanisms of the RSVP
protocol that strongly rely on IP routing follow this route
change and again try to establish reservation state along the
new path. The tunnel agent located on B will notice that
it is no longer at the edge of an active tunnel and initiates
a relocation procedure. This procedure is carried out in cooperation with the agent on the other end of the tunnel or
with the user agent on the application host, depending on
whether the upstream or the downstream end of a tunnel
has moved. By applying algorithms similar to the tunnel
detection procedure, the new topology of the tunnel is discovered. In the case that only one edge of the tunnel has
moved, the tunnel agent initiates its own migration to the
new location of the tunnel edge. If RSVP routers are located along the new path between G and F, the new tunnel
actually consists of a sequence of tunnels. In this case new
tunnel agents must be started in addition to migration of
one tunnel agent.
In the example, tunnel routers D and E both belong to
the old route as well as to the new route and therefore comprise part of the new tunnel. By migrating the tunnel agent
from router B to router G, much information about the old
tunnel can be saved and re-used to manage the new tun-

nel. Especially topological information on the unmodi ed
parts and to a certain extent also load information on those
parts can be kept. Of course, a route change can also cause
a tunnel to completely disappear. If the tunnel agents detect that they are now connected by a continuous chain of
RSVP routers, they inform the other tunnel agents along
the path { if there are any { as well as the user agents on
the application hosts and terminate.

5 Conclusions

We have presented an approach based on intelligent software agents for complementing currently still defective reservation schemes such as RSVP in the Internet. More complete QoS provisioning can thus be achieved in a exible
and highly scalable way. We believe that future telecommunication networks will be increasingly open so that services like QoS-management functionalities can be deliberately added. A Java-based agent platform seems to be particularly promising in a heterogeneous environment, which
distributed multimedia systems are most likely to face. Further studies are needed to investigate the eciency of our
implementation. In particular, experiences will be necessary to determine agent-control strategies to avoid oscillation e ects and to provide limits for a timely response of the
agents.
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